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State Auditor Julie Blaha Releases New Campaign Ad

Ad shows clear difference with opponent, a self-proclaimed Trump election lawyer, and his extreme support for banning abortion after six weeks.

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Today the Blaha campaign released a new digital ad, “A Clear Difference.”

The ad shows the clear difference between State Auditor Julie Blaha and her opponent, Ryan Wilson, a self-proclaimed Trump election lawyer, according to a May 2022 Liberty Tea Party Patriots meeting. The ad also highlights Wilson’s extreme position of support for banning abortions after six weeks, according to his questionnaire with the Minnesota Family Council.

“Health and human services are a significant expenditure at the local level,” Auditor Blaha said. “We need an auditor who understands that healthcare includes abortion.”

Auditor Blaha oversees approximately $60 billion in government spending, primarily at the local level. From examinations and data to supporting local leaders, Auditor Blaha is committed to protecting local governments’ freedom to make the best decisions for their communities.

The ad can be viewed on the campaign’s Vimeo account.

###

Stay up-to-date on State Auditor Julie Blaha’s re-election campaign by following @BlahaForAuditor on Facebook and Twitter, and by visiting www.blahaforauditor.org.